Early and late-phase asthmatic reactions: a hypothesis.
Why might a foreign particle, exercise or fog inhalation precipitate two asthmatic reactions? It is reasonable to suspect that asthmatic patients develop two reactions because healthy subjects may also develop two physiological responses to the same stimuli. This suggestion is supported by the observation that living things have developed adaptative systems to confront either sudden or persistent changes in the environment or within the internal milieu. The results of several studies suggest that the early phase response (EPR) usually involves cells which are normal residents of the respiratory epithelium (mast cells) and pre-formed substances (histamine), whereas cells participating in the late phase reaction (LPR) are recruited from the circulation (eosinophils, basophils and T cells). Up to now most of the studies of the EPR and LPR have been addressed to detecting a cell or metabolite abnormality. This simplistic approach would probably not improve the knowledge of the mechanisms involved in asthmatic responses. Since the presence of isolated or dual responses seems to depend on the intensity and duration of the stimuli it is reasonable to suspect that EPR and LPR are the result of an excessive adaptative response of the bodies of asthmatics to sudden and prolonged/strong stimuli, respectively.